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We consider functionals of the form: 
which are defined on spaces S( T, Rk), and we study for these functionals the 
properties of a convergence for which the conjugacy I, + I,, is a continuous 
operator. 
I. 1NTRo~ucT10~ 
Let (T, 6T, p) be an abstract measure space and let p be a positive u-finite 
measure on GZ which is complete; 9 denotes the u-algebra of Bore1 subsets 
of Rk and @ @ 97 denotes the u-algebra in T x Rk generated by the sets 
A x B, where AEaand BEa. 
Given a multifunction E T = Rk and a set S C Rk, we denote by r-l(S) 
the set of all t E T such that T(t) n S f  O, In particular, P1(Rk) = D(r) 
is called the effective domain of lT 
We say that a multifunction r is measurable if its graph belongs to GZ @ g. 
Many authors (in particular, Castaing [l, 2, 31, Debreu [5], and Rockafellar 
[15, 201, have shown that, if r is a multifunction such that r(t) is a closed 
set for every t E T, the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) T is measurable; 
(ii) r-l(S) belongs to ed for each closed set S C R”; 
(iii) D(r) is measurable and, for each x E Rk, t w d[x, r(t)] is 
a-measurable; 
(iv) D(r) is measurable, and there exists a countable collection {xJip, 
of measurable functions xi: D(T) -+ Rk such that r(t) is the closure of 
{xi(t) 1 i E I> for each t E D(T). 
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An integrund is a function f: T x R7: -+ (- 03, + a], and for each t E T, 
we denote by f(t. .) the function: s ef(t, x). The epigraph of f(t, .) is the 
set: 
epif(t, .) = {(x, a) R’;-l if(t, x) < a). 
I f  for each t E T, the set epif(t, .) is closed and nonempty, and if the 
multifunction t ---t epif(t, .) is measurable, we say thatf is a normal integrand. 
It is well known that t - epif(t, .) is measurable if and only if f  is flf@ .& 
measurable [ 171. 
Letf be a normal integrand and let 2 be a class of measurable functions: 
T---f R”; then for each u E 9, t +f(t, u(t)) is a measurable function; if it 
is summable or if it majorizes or is majorized by a summable function, a 
natural value can be assigned to the integral 
Otherwise, we set If(u) = +co. In this way, 1, is a well-defined extended 
real-valued functional on the space 2; we say that 1, is the integraZfunctionuZ 
associated with the normal integrand f. 
By extension, we shall also call a normal integrand an integrand f  such 
that the multifunction t H epif(t, .) is measurable, and such that for p-almost 
Puerq’ t E T, the set epif(t, .) is closed and nonempty; to justify this, let g 
be a normal integrand such that, for p-almost every t E T, f(t, x) = g(t, X) 
Vx E R”; then, for each measurable function u: T 4 Rk we have f(t, u(t)) = 
g(t, u(t)) p-almost everywhere, hence, 1, = 1, 
If  f is a normal integrand, and if for each t E T, the function f(t, .) is 
convex on R”‘, we say that f is a normal convex integrund. 
Moreau’s proximation mappings [l 11, defined as follows, are very useful 
in the study of normal convex integrands. Let h be a proper convex lower 
semicontinuous (1s~) function on Rk; for each p g;: 1 and each z E Rk we 
denote by proxJz, h) the unique point of R” for which 
h(x) + (Iy) 1 .Y -z I”,, 
achieves its minimum (1 iRk stands for the Euclidean norm in Ri”). I f  h is 
the indicator function of a closed convex set C, pros,(z, C) is the point of C 
nearest to 2. 
Remember that if f  is a normal convex integrand on T < Rk and if u is a 
measurable function T---f Rk, the function: 
is measurable [ 141. 
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The integrand f  * conjugate to the normal integrand f  defined, for each 
fixed t, by 
f*(t, u) = SUP[(% yip - f(t, 41 
.VZRt 
is a normal convex integrand if for each t E T there exists at least one 3’ E Rk 
such thatf*(t, y) < fco [17]. 
For 1 < p < + 00, (l/p) + (l/p’) = I, let f  be a normal convex integrand 
such that f(t, u,,(t)) is summable in t for at least one u,, E P’(T, R”) and 
such that f  *(t, ua’( t)) is summable in t for at least one u,,’ E YP’(T, Rk); then 
we have: 
sup - 
J [<u(t), u’(t);>,,; - f(t, u(t))] p(dt) UELZ'~(T,R~) T  
= * SUP[<.T, U’(qRk - f(t, x)] &it), 
J T  reRk 
for each u’ E Z?P’(T, Rk); that means that 1, and 1f* are conjugate to each 
other in the duality between 9p and Yp’ [17], (see also [4]). 
Finally, we shall use a convergence of convex functions, introduced by 
Mosco [12] and Joly [8]. 
Let E be a locally convex metrizable space and let E’ be its dual space; 
denote by s and w, respectively, the strong and the weak topologies on E. 
We say that a sequence (g,) in RE converges to g and we write g, zg if: 
(a) s-L!@ g, < g; 
(b) w-LIMg, 3 g; 
that is to say: 
(a) Vx E E, 3(x,) C E, X, -% x: lim supng,(x,) < g(x); 
(b) V(x,) C E, X, 5 x: lim inf,n gn(.x,) > g(x). 
Likewise, by use of the indicator function, we could define lower and 
upper limits for a sequence (&) of subsets of E. 
II. RIEASURABILITY OF THE LIMIT OF A SEQUENCE OF 
ILIEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS 
Let (fn) be a sequence of normal integrands; we say that (fn) converges 
to an integrand f if, for CL- almost every t E T: 
L1luf,(t, .) < f(t, .) < LIMf,(t, .); 
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actually the topologies s and w are not specified because they are identified 
with the usual topology of R”‘. Likewise, we say that a sequence (T,) of 
multifunctions T z$ R” converges to a multifunction T if the indicator 
functions of I’, converge to the indicator function of T, as was defined above. 
YROPOSITION. Let (I’,,) be a sequence of measurable multifunctions I’ s Rl~ 
such that the sets r,,(t) are closed and nonempty for each n E K and p- almost 
every t E T; if (r,,) converges to a multifunction I’ with nonempt? values -fofo, 
cc- almost ever! t E I’, then r is measurable. 
Proof. It suffices to show that, for CL- almost every t E T and for each 
s E RJL;, d[x, r,,(t)] converges to d[x, r(t)], b ecause d[x, r(t)] is then measurable 
in t. 
For fixed t E T and x G Rk, the sequence (d[x. f,,(t)]) is bounded; indeed, 
for each F > 0, there is a z E r(t) such that , .v - z ~ :< d[x, r(t)] + E; 
thus, there is a z, E m(t) such that, for II ;S no, Z- E, I cg E, hence, 
d[x, m(t)] < d[s, r(t)] + 2E. 
Let 6 be an accumulation point of the sequence -(d[s. r,!(t)]>; nom it 
suffices to show that S = d[s, r(t)]. 
Let (n,] C N be some subsequence such that d[s, r?,p(t)] converges to 6 
and let s,, ,, E m,(t) be such that 
s -- s,, *’ < d[.v, r,,,,(tj] + E < d[s, r(t)] + 3E, for p g- PO; 
we can then extract from (.Y,~ ) a subsequence .Ix, ,: convergent to X’ E I’(t) 
and such that n[.~, fnb,(t)] cogverges to 6; it follow;: 
n[.v, r(t)] 5:; s - .Y’ 1 = lim 1 s -- s, ,,,, i I;. lim &[x, rl ,,,, (tj] : 6 
:-: d[x, r(t)] & 26. 
Since this is true for any E > 0, the result follows. 
Remark. Let (f,J be a sequence of normal integrands that converges 
to an integrand f such that, for p-almost every t E T, the function f (t, .) is 
not identically + co; then the integrand f is normal, 
It suffices to apply the preceding proposition to the epigraphs of the 
integrands f,( . 
III. CONVEXITY OF THE LIMIT OF A SEQUENCE OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONALS 
Let E be YP( T, R”) with 1 < p < + 03; let f be a normal integrand, not 
necessarily convex, such that If  + + cc and If* 1: +co; denote by If the 
greatest weakly lower semicontinuous function majorized by If ; then, if 
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p is nonatomic, Rockafellar [16] has shown that 1, = If,,. , and therefore, 
is convex, by virtue of Liapounov’s theorem. We will show that this result 
can be naturally extended to the limit of a sequence. 
PROPOSITION. Let TV be nonatomic and let (f,J be a sequence of normal 
integrands converging to f.  Suppose that there is a normal convex integrand g 
such that: 
(i) g(t, x) < fn(t, x), Vx E RL, Vn E N, a.e. t E T; 
(ii) Vu’ E .2iJ’(T, Rk), (l/p) + (l/p’) = 1, g*(t, u’(t)) is summable in 
t E T. 
If II 2% I, and if I, + + co, then Ii = I, = I,,, , and therefore, is a 
convex function and Ifr”,’ 2% I, . 
Proof. It is easy to show that none of the functions Ir, , I, , If,- , If* , I,, 
are identically +oo; by use of the proposition in Section II, f  is a normal 
integrand, and we recall that 1, = If.* . 
Then, it suffices to prove that 1; is w-lsc.; we use the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let A be a weakly locally compact subset of E and Qn a sequence 
of subsets of E such that Q,, C A, Vn E N; then: 
-__ -- 
w-LIM Qn = n u Qn = w-LIMQ!, , 
WLEN n>n, 
and therefore, w-LIM Qn is weakly closed. 
Proof of the Lemma. Denote by &, the class of all weakly compact 
subsets of E; then we have by [8] 
w-~~~~2,= u n u Q)nn~ 
KEX,. meN nh 
It is clear that w-LmQ, C r)mG,v(Jn>mQn ; conversely, let 
let VO be a w-compact neighborhood of x in A, and let I’ be any neighborhood 
of X; Vm E N, V n VO n (lJnim Qn) f ‘il, then x E Un>nr (Qn n v,,) and - - 
XEW-LIMQ,. It follows that w-LIM Qn = w-LIM Q, is a weakly closed 
set, being an intersection of weakly closed sets. 
We apply this lemma to the epigraphs of Ifa , because the assumption on g 
proves that the level sets of I, are weakly compact [16]. Moreover, since the 
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topology s is metrizable, we have S-LIM If,, = Z, = W-LIM If, ; hence, 
Zf = 1, == I,*. . - 
It follows then: s-LIM Zf,, < s-LIM Zfr,, == Zf = m-LIM If, , so Zi, == If,* 
converges to Zf . 
IV. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS [I 91 
(1’) E = 2p(T, Rk) with 1 <p < f’z~. 
Let E’ = YD’( T, ZP), (l/p) + (I/p’) = 1; strong topologies on E and E’ 
are denoted, respectively, by s and s’; zo and ZC’ stand here for weak and 
weak” topologies. 
\Ve sa\- that a sequence (fn) of normal integrands is p-bounded if there 
esist a sequence (pn) in 2p( T, R”), an element k in Y”( T, Z?). and an element 
k,, in Yl(T, R) such that: 
(a) P),,(~)I~~ C: k(t), for almost every t E T; 
(b) f,[t. yn(t)] < h,,(t), for almost every t E T. 
THEOREM 1. Let (f,,) be a sequence of normal convex integrands. Suppose 
that (f,J is p-bounded, (fn*) is PI-bounded, and (fn) converges to f. Then: 
(9 4,) If, If,+, If* are proper convex functions conjugate, respectizjely, 
to each other in the duality between E = Y”( T, Rh) and E’ = Yl”( T, Rk); 
(ii) Ii 0 -% Zf and Zr,* 5% If* . 
Proof. The principle of the proof is based first, on the symmetry between 
the sequences (fn) and (fil*), and second, on the fact that since conjugacv 
transforms lower strong limits into upper-weak* limits [8], it is enough to 
show that s-LIM Zr, < I, . 
First, note. by use of the boundedness hypothesis, that: 
k,,(t) I-f,,[t3 v,,(t)1 3 CT,,(t)! 9,{*(fPR”. -f,,*[t> v,,*(t)1 
.-' - ~ V,,(f)!,r ) F,,*(t)l., -fn*[t> T,,*(t)1 : 
.> -h(t) k’(t) - h”‘(t) = h,,(t), 
where k, and h, belong to S?l(T, R); the function t -p fil[t, qn(t)J is then 
summable; likewise, the function t wf,,*[t, vn*(t)] is summable, so that 
the functions If, and If,- are unambiguously defined, proper, and conjugate 
to each other. 
Now the proof is made in several separate steps. 
First step. The functions Z, and ZIW are unambiguously defined, proper and 
conjugate to each other. It is already clear that the integrand f is convex 
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and normal, in view of the proposition of Section II, and because f(t, .) is 
not identically + cc; by conjugacy, (f,J converges tof, which is also a normal 
convex integrand. 
The same argument for If  and lfs induces us to introduce the integrands 
g,(t, V) = max{O,fn(f, V) -f[t, u(t)]}, which are normal and convex, and 
then the functions a,(t) = prox,[u(t), g,(t, .)I, which are measurable. 
On the other hand, by convergence of (fJ to f,  there exists, for almost 
every fixed t, a sequence (x,J in Rk converging to u(t), and such thatf,(t, x,) 
converges to f[t, u(t)]. The definition of proximation shows that vJt) con- 
verges also to u(t) in Rk and thatf,[t, a,(t)] converges tof[t, u(t)], for almost 
every t E T. From the inequality: 
we can deduce for the limit: 
f[t, u(t)] 3 - / U(t)lRkQt) - hw = 4th 
where h E P(T, R). Then either I,(U) = +cc, or the function t *f[t, u(t)] 
is summable. In any case, 1f is unambiguously defined, convex, and never 
has the value - co. 
Now let us show that 1f F + cc. For this we introduce, for E > 0, the 
sets: 
Kn’(t) = {x E R” Ifn(t, x) < k,(t) + EP}, 
Kc(t) = {x E Rk 1 f(t, x) < k,(t) + ET’], 
Be(t) = {x E Rk 1 1 N jR”: < k(t) + E], 
in which the functions k, and k are those that occur in the boundedness 
hypothesis. 
Let t E T be fixed; by convergence of (f,J tof we have 
6) n P(t) C LIM KnE(t) n P(t); 
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because P(t) and e(t) are closed convex subsets of P. The inclusion: 
LIM K,cc(i) n BE(t) C e(t) n BE(t) being obvious, it follows that, for 
almost every fised t E T, K,<(t) n B(t) converges to E(t) n B(t). 
consider now an element t H c(t) of L?p(T, R) such that e(f) : b 0. 
Vt E T, which is possible because p is u-finite. The multifunctions 
t + KX”)(t) n B G(1) t are closed, nonempty valued, and measurable as an ( ) 
intersection of measurable multifunctions [15]. The closed nonempty valued 
multifunction t i---f P(*)(t) n lW(t) is also measurable from the proposition 
of Section II; consequently, (cf. Section I) there exists a measurable selection 
t L+ v(t) such that q(t) E k%)(t) n Ii+“)(t), Vt E T. 
#) E W”(t), Vt E T, implies that 9 E Ip”( T, I?“), 
and 
q(t) E iV(“(t), Vt E T, implies that f[t, p?(t)] 5: k,(t) + l ‘l(t)? 
and therefore, that the function t -f[t, q(t)] is summable (it majorizes a 
summable function which was found above). Consequently, I., == + ,m. 
The same argument on f” shows that the function I,, is unambiguously 
defined, proper, and convex. Moreover, (I,)* = Ii. , and (I,,)- == 1, [16]. 
Second step. s-LIM Ifa < 1, . Let u be fixed in L?J’(T, R”); the proof 
of the inequality is obvious if I,(U) = +x, so suppose If(u) < +,x1 (the 
function t +f(t, u(t)) is then summable) and let us show that the function z’,, ? 
whose definition is in the preceding step, is strongly convergent to u in 2’~‘. 
By the definition of proximation mapping and by the p-boundedness 
hypothesis on (fn) we get: 
(1 Pj 44 - c,L(tjJ$ + maxVJ,f,l[t, z!,,(t)] -f[f, u(f)]: 
:. (19) I 4t) - v,,(t)l$ +- maxKJ.f,l[t, ~~,(t)l - .t[f, 4t)lj 
5:: (1 p) (I U(f)!$ + k(t))” + max{O, k,(t) - f[t, u(i)]‘; -= k,(t), 
where k, is a fised element in Ul(T, R). 
By Lebesgue’s theorem, I/ u - z’, lln 4 0 and 
(a fortiori mas[O, If,(z~,) - If(u)] + 0), which proves that s-LIM If, $s I, . 
Third step. Conclusion. We can also apply the preceding argument to 
(in*)- which shows that, bv use of the hypothesis. we have: 
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By conjugacy [S], the inequalities (a) and (b), respectively, imply the 
inequalities: 
(c) w’-LIM If,* >, I,, , 
(d) w-LIMIf n 3 If., 
hence, the theorem. 
(2”) E = F(T, R’;). 
Throughout this paragraph and Theorem, we suppose that T is locally 
compact and that p is$nite. We say that a sequence of normal integrands is 
a-bounded if there exist a sequence (IJJ~) in 6p”(T, R”), and elements k and 
k, belonging to 6R”(T, R) such that: 
(a) 1 yn(t)lRt < h(t), for almost every t E T; 
(b) fn[t, yn(t)] < h,(t), for almost every t E T. 
THEOREM 2. Let (f,J be a sequence of normal convex integrands. Suppose 
that (f,J and (fn*) are co-bounded and that (f,J converges to f.  Then: 
(i) If, , I f  , If,- , If* are proper convex functions respectively conjugate 
to each other in the duality between E = $P’(T, Rk) and E’ = F(T, Rk); 
(ii) Ifn 2% If and If * s If* . n 
(Here, the strong topology of 5P must be replaced by the Mackey topology 
T($P=, 9) denoted by T’.) 
Proof. As for Theorem 1, we show that f  and f  * are normal convex 
integrands, that 1$ and I,. are unambiguously defined, proper, and conves 
functions conjugate to each other, and that s-m If, < If  . 
But let u’ E F(T, Rk); if we set 
we get 
v,‘(t) = pyW(t), max[O, fn(t, a) - f(t, u’(t))]}, 
f,,“[t, zv,,‘(‘)l z <v, (4, cp,(m,k -fJt, v,(t)] 
2 - I v,Jt)lRk K(t) - h,(t). 
We can deduce for the limit: 
f  *[t, u’(t)] >, - I u’(t)l,+ h(t) - h,,(t) = h(t) 
where h E JF(T, R). 
Otherwise, let u’ E 6Pr(T, Rk) such that IrV(u’) < +co; f  *[t, u’(t)] is 
summable in t. Let us show that the sequence v,’ converges to u’ for Mackey’s 
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topology; by use of the proximation mapping definition and by the 
co-boundedness of (fn*) we get: 
u’(t) - z~,,‘(t)l~~ + max[O,f,l*(t, v,,‘(‘)) -f*tt, u’(t))1 
.< I u’(t) - ~,~*(t)l~~~ + max[O,f,l*tt, ~7,*(t)) -f*(f. u’(t))1 
b: ’ / u’(t)l,* + k’(t) + max[O, K,‘(t) - k(t)] = h’(t) 
where Iz’ E 5P( T, R). 
The (nn’) converges to u’ almost everywhere and is bounded in SF( T, R”); 
therefore, (z’~‘) converges to zi for Mackey’s topology because T is a set of 
finite measure [7]; moreover, max[O, If,*(o,‘) - If.(&)] --f 0 by Lebesgue’s 
theorem. 
This is a sufficient condition to prove that T’-LIRI I,,,* :<< I,, . 
Thus, we have: 
(a) s-B I’, < If  , 
(b) r’-LIM If,* < I,* . 
By conjugacy [8], the inequalities (a) and (b), respectively, imply the 
inequalities: 
(c) w’-LIM I, t 3 I,. , 
(d) W-LIM I,,“> I, . 
hence, the theorem. 
V. APPLICATIONS OF THE BOUNDED CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
(1”) Application to an optimal control problem. Let p and q be real 
numbers such that 1 <p < +03, I < q < f03, let f and g be normal 
convex integrands, and let d be a linear operator: Zo(T, Rk) + LF(T, R”‘), 
continuous for the strong topologies on these spaces. We want to minimize. 
on u E P’p( T, R”), expressions of the form: 
&Iany optimal control problems can be expressed in this manner (see 
Ekeland et Temam [6]). 
Denote by s and u-‘, respectively, the strong and weak topologies on 
JZ’P(T, R’;), as on _Lpq(T, RX‘). We say that a sequence of linear continuous 
operators -4,,: S’( T, R”) + LP( T, Rk) converges to an operator d if: 
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(a) ‘du E gp(T, Rk), we can find a sequence (u,,) in zP(T, Rk) 
simultaneously satisfying the two conditions: 
u&4 and A&, A Au; 
(b) V(u,J C 8p(T, P), u, 4 u, we get A,u, -% Au. 
PROPOSITION. Let (fJ and (gl,) be normal conaex integrand sequences 
that converge, respectively, to f  and g; let (A,,) be a sequence of linear con- 
tinuous operators YP(T, R’;) - dPQ(T, Rk) that converges to an operator A. 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the sequence (fJ is p-bounded; 
(ii) 3a E F(T, R) and 36 > 0 such that: fn(t, x) > a(t) + b 1 x jr, 
Qx E RX‘, Vn E N, and for almost every t E T; 
(iii) 3c E 2’l(T, R) and 3d E R such that: 0 < g,(t, x) < c(t) + d 1 x ((1, 
Vx E R, Vn E N, and for almost every t E T. 
Then Ig,, ~A,+I,n-%I~~n4+If,andforeachfixedn~N,I,noAn+If, 
reaches its minimum h, at ii, E 2’“(T, R”). 
Moreover, ; f  A = lim sup* /\,, < + a), the set UnEN un is weakly relatiwely 
compact in 2’n(T, R”), I, 0 A + Ir has on 9r(T, R’;) a minimum equal to X, 
and reaches its minimum at any weak limit u of a subsequence of (ii& and X,, 
converges to h. 
Proof. In the proof we use the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let (G,) be a sequence of convex functions defined on 2?q(T, R”-‘), 
such that G, t-% G. Suppose that (G,) is uniformly bounded on any bounded 
subset of 2?‘*(T, RL); if (A,,) is a sequence of linear continuous operators 
9P( T, RI:) w 2’q( T, R”) such that (An) converges to an operator A, then 
G, ~A,---+ s’7” G o A. 
Proof of the Lemma. Let u be a given element of dpP(T, Rk), and denote 
by B the closed ball B,(Au, 1); it is easy to show that (G,) satisfy the fol- 
lowing property: 
VE > 0, 3~ > 0: 21 E B, v’ E B, 11 v  - o’ (1 < 7 
3 I GA4 - G&‘)l e E, Vn E N. 
By the convergence of (A,) and (G,) we deduce the existence of a sequence 
(u,) C A?]‘( T, Re) such that, for n > N, we have simultaneously 11 u - u, 11 < E 
and 1 G,(A,u,) - G(A,)j < E, which proves that s-LIM G, o A, < G o A. 
Conversely, G o rZ < w-LIM G, o A, , hence, the lemma. 
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Returning to the proof of the proposition, the convergence Theorem 1 
shows that Ir, and Ig,, respectively, converge to I, and Z, . Moreover, the 
lemma shows that Zg, o -4,L converges to ZV 0 9. By (iii), we then deduce that 
which implies that Zgn 0 -4 n + Z, x I, 0 d + Z, [8]. 
Otherwise, for each n EN, t”he level sets of Z9, 0 =1, + Zr, are weakly 
compact; then Z, o -4, + If, has on Pn(T, P’) a minimum X, reached at 
U, [6]. It follows “now that 
hence, 11 U, 11 < (A - ~(cz))/ZJ for n > n,, , and therefore, (JneJV iin is weakly 
relatively compact. 
Let u be the weak limit of some subsequence (utl,) extracted from (Us), 
we get: 
(Zi + Z, 0 -3) (11) < limqinf(Zfn, + Zg,,<* 0 -!I,,,) (i7,J = limqinf A,,, 
Conversely, Vu E 9”, 3u,, A u such that: 
lim:up An ,< lim2up(Zffn + Zg,, 0 -4,) (u,) ,‘:C (Z, -- Z, 0 .-I) (U). 
Thus, u is optimal. An analogous argument proves that (h,) converges 
to /\ and that X is the minimum. 
(2”) Finite-dimensional approximation. Now, let us show how the 
preceding results can be applied to a discrete approximation. 
Let T C R1, let p be Lebesgue’s measure for which T is of finite measure, 
let E = Zfl(T, Rk) with 1 < p < +co. For each n E N, consider a finite 
partition T = viEI, w,,~ in which w,,~ is a measurable set. Suppose that the 
following condition is assumed: for any E > 0, there esists n,, E N such 
that, for n > n, , we have: 
ViEI,, Vt, t’ E w,i, / t - t’ 1 < E. 
Set xni = xW a ; denote by E, the linear subspace of E generated by 
txnihH, n and let%, be the indicator function of E, . 
PROPOSITION. Let f be a normal convex integrand conjugate with .f  “-. 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) Vx E R”, Vt E T, Vt, -+ t, 3x, + x in Rk such that lim, supf(tn, x,) < 
f(t, 4; 
(ii) thefunction: (t, x) -+f(t, x) is IX on T x Rk; 
(iii) 3x, E R” such that f  *(t, x,,) is mujorized on T; 
(iv) 3x, E Rk such that f(t, xl) is mujorized on T. 
Then, for each choice of t,” E w,,~, if we set f&, 4 = Ll,f(tni, 4 xni 
and fn*(t, ~1 = Cie,,f *(tni, X) xni, (fn) is a sequence of normal convex inte- 
grands and converges to fi moreover, (fn) and (fn*) are m-bounded, 
I 
s.IL’ 
f,‘ - I f  and If, + SEn 2% If . 
Proof. It is easy to show that fn is a normal convex integrand, conjugate 
with fn*, that (f,J converges to f, and that (fn) and (fn*) are co-bounded, 
hence, p-bounded (VP 3 1); therefore, If, 2 1, . 
To show that If  + 6, “ZI,, the superior limit inequality is always 
satisfied; the other Kequacty uses the following relation: 
For this it suffices to show that for each u E E, (u = &,, uiXni): 
Inf {a !I u -Y 11” + Ifn(y)l 2 $~f~ II u - y IIn + I,Jr)>. UP9P 
Let y  E Pp; 
01 IIu -Y II” + If,,(u) = j; j [a I ui - r(t)l” + f(tni, y(t))] p(dt); R U”’ 
Set yi = proxP[ui, (p/or) f (tni, .)] and yn = Cio,,yixn’ E E, ; we get in 
co,+ a 1 23 - y(t)ip + f(tni, y(t)) > (Y I ui - yi 1~ + f(tni, y”), therefore, 
0~ II ~4 - y  IIp + Ifn(y) > 0111 u - yn 11~ + If,(m), hence, the relation (1). 
By relation (l), we can easily deduce: 
so VOW > 0, Vu E Yp, 3, -Q u such that 
lim;up[(a II II”) Wfn + ~~~11 (4 G If,(u): 
thus for n > n(or), 
3V n: a II %I - v7z IP + (If” + SE”) (%) < If(U). 
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Otherwise, there exists a constant K such that If, + SEn > K, tm E N; we then 
can construct a sequence ZI,, A u such that lim,i sup(lfn + S,,l)(v,) < If(u), 
hence? the proposition. 
Remarks. (a) (i) is true if Vs E R”, t ~f(t, x) is upper semicontinuous 
(USC) on T; (ii) is true if Vx E RI<, t ~f*(t, s) is USC on T; (iii) is tr*le if 
.f(t, x) has a lowerbound on T x RL. 
(b) Let be 1 <p < fco, suppose that (iv) is not satisfied but that 
there esists x1 E RL such thatf(t, xl) is summable in t. 
In the case in whichf(t, x) has a lower bound on T ,e: R”, or in the case 
in which the boundary of T is a measurable set of measure zero, we can 
choose t,,; E mnE such that the conclusion of the proposition remains true. 
Thus, in the second case, there exists a summable function, a lsc on T and 
such that f(t, x1) < a(t) for a.e. t E T; for a given E >, 0, we can choose 
t,’ E co,,) such that f(tni, xl) < Inf,,, ,,, a(t) + E; then fJt, x1) < a(t) -+ E 
for a.e. f E T. andf, is p-bounded; in the first case, we could choose tni E wlli 
such that .f(t,,‘, x1) < Inf,,,mif(t, sl) f  E. 
EXARIPLE. Let I = 1 and letf(f, x) be the indicator function of [a(t), 6(t)], 
where a and 6 are continuous functions on T such that a(t) < b(t) a.e. t E T; 
f  satisfies the hypothesis (i)-(iii), and we can apply remark (b). Thus, if we 
denote by SC~,~~ the function equal to 0 if u(t) E [a(r), b(t)] for a.e. t E T and 
equal to +,x in the opposite case, there exist yn and I+!J,, in E,, such that 
SI,,,.~ I, 1 and SI, ,,.a,,~ + 6,” converge to %,,,Q 
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